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Blackboard 9.1 Assessment Question Guide 

 

Create Question 
The Create Question menu lists each question type that may be added to a Test, Survey or Pool.  There are 17 different types 
of questions. 

• Calculated Formula 
• Calculated Numeric 
• Either/Or 
• Essay 
• File Response 
• Fill in Multiple Blanks 
• Fill in the Blank 
• Hot Spot 
• Jumbled Sentence 

• Matching  
• Multiple Answer 
• Multiple Choice 
• Opinion Scale / Likert 
• Ordering  
• Quiz Bowl 
• Short Answer 
• True / False 

Other Question Options 
These options are available when certain Question Settings are enabled. See the Test Guide or Survey Guide for more information on Question 
Settings. 

Question Settings Option Description Example View: 
Provide feedback for individual 
answers. 

Add feedback for individual correct and incorrect answers. 
Individual feedback cannot be provided for answers in True/False 
questions, Multiple Answer questions, Ordering questions, and 
Matching questions. 

 

Add images, files, and external links to 
questions/answers. 

Attach images, files, and URLs to questions. Allow Students to 
attach images and files to answers. 

 
Add categories, topics, levels of 
difficulty, keywords and instructor 
notes to questions. 

Use Categories, Keywords, and Levels of Difficulty to add metadata 
to questions, making searching for questions from a Question Pool 
or from other Tests and Surveys easier. 

 
Specify partial credit options for 
answers. 

Allow partial credit options to award a portion of the total points 
for a question that is not entirely correct. This option is used most 
often with questions that have multiple parts such as matching or 
fill-in-the-blank. 

 
 

Provide option to assign questions as 
extra credit. 

Extra credit questions reward points for a correct answer but do 
not deduct points for a wrong answer.  

Specify random ordering of answers. Random order - Shows answer choices randomly for each Student.  

Standard Question Options 
These options are consistent in many of the question types.  If a specific question section 
says “See Standard Options,” look for that option here. 
 

 

 

Question Title 
(optional) 

Enter a brief title for the question. The title is pre-pended to the 
question text.  A descriptive title can make it easier to find a 
specific question when reusing questions in different tests. 

Question Text Enter the question.  Try to make a question clear and coherent.  
Different question types will allow for complex variable questions 
(see Calculated Formula and Fill in the Blank) 

 
Correct Response 
Feedback (optional) 

Enter feedback for a student who has entered or selected the 
correct answer.  If Feedback is enabled on the test, the student 
will see this feedback under My Grades. 

Incorrect Response 
Feedback (optional) 

Enter feedback for a student who has entered or selected the 
incorrect answer.  If Feedback is enabled on the test, the student 
will see this feedback under My Grades. 

 

 
Cancel Click Cancel to disregard the new Question or edits. 
Submit Click Submit to create a new Question or save any changes. 

Assessment Questions 
May Be Used In: 
Pools, Tests, and Surveys. 
Note: In a survey, there are no 
“correct” answers, so there will be no 
place to specify the correct answer. 
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Question Settings Option Description Example View: 
Specify the horizontal or vertical 
display of answers. 

Horizontal or vertical display - Provides the option of formatting 
the positioning of questions and answers. 

 
Specify numbering options for 
answers. 

Numbering options - Provides a selection of alphanumeric labels to 
identify each answer. 

 

Calculated Formula 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
A Calculated Formula question contains a formula, the variables of which can be set to change for each user. The variable range is created by 
specifying a minimum value and a maximum value for each variable. Answer sets are randomly generated. The correct answer can be a specific 
value or a range of values. Partial credit may be granted for answers falling in a range. 
 
Since this question allows the Instructor to randomize the value of variables in an equation it may be useful when creating math drills to when 
giving a test when Students are seated close together. 
 
Adding a calculated question to an Assessment is a three step process: 
• Create the question and formula 
• Define the values for the variables 
• Confirm the variables and answers. 

Step 1: 
 

 

Creation View, Step 1: 

 

Creation View, Step 2: 

 
Creation View, Step 3: 

Question Title See Standard Options 
Question Text Write the question text.  Each “blank” should be written as a variable 

surrounded by square brackets.  For example: [x] or [a]. The blanks will 
be replaced by numbers. 

Answer Formula Use the WebEQ Editor to create the formula used to calcuate the 
answer.  Use the same letters as the “blank” variables in the formula. 

 
Answer Range +/- If the exact answer must be input, enter 0.  If the answer can vary, 

enter the number which will define  the plus or minus range that can 
be accepted from the correct answer.  Select either “Numeric” or 
“Percentage” 

Units Required If checked, student must enter the appropriate units (i.e. feet or 
radians) following the answer.  Enter the units, indicate if it is case 
sensitive and then indicate the percentage of points that the units is 
worth.  

 
Cancel See Standard Options 
Next Click Next to move to Step 2 

Step 2: 
Blackboard generates a set of random answers to the equation created in Step 1 above.  The 
Answer Set criteria depends on the information specified in Step 2. 

 
Minimum Value Enter a number to represent the minimum value to be used for each 

variable in the generated Answer  Sets . 
Maximum Value Enter a number to represent the maximum value to be used for each 

variable in the generated Answer  Sets . 
Decimal Places Select the number of decimal places to be included for each variable in 

the Answer Sets.  If you only wish to use whole numbers, select 0. 

 
Decimal Places for 
Answer 

Select the number of decimal places that the answer should have. 

Number of Answer 
Sets 

Enter the number of Answer Sets you wish to include in the question.  
A large number Answer Sets may take the system time to generate. 

Student View: 
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Calculated Formula, continued 

 

 

Go Back Click  Go Back to move back to Step 1 
Cancel See Standard Options 
Calculate Click Calculate to generate the Answer Sets and move to Step 3. 
Next Click Next to move to Step 3 

Step 3 
 

Blackboard displays the generated Answer Sets.  Click   to delete any specific Answer 

Sets.  Change any of the specific values under the appropriate variable.  Click   to re-
calculate the Answer Set. 

 
See Standard Options 

 
Go Back Click  Go Back to move back to Step 1 
Cancel See Standard Options 
Submit See Standard Options 
  

Calculated Numeric 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
 
A Calculated Numeric question asks the user to submit a numeric answer to a question. It 
resembles a fill-in-the-blank question where the correct answer is a number. The correct 
answer can be an exact number or a number within a set range of numbers. All answers must 
be numeric, not alphabetic. 
 
Student View: 

 

Creation View 

 
 

 
Question Title See Standard Options 
Question Text Write the question text.  Be sure to phrase the question so that it is 

clear that a numeric response is required. 

 
Correct Answer Enter the correct answer to the question, including all decminal places 

(or as many as are necessary) 
Answer Range +/- If the exact answer must be input, enter 0.  If the answer can vary, 

enter the number which will define  the plus or minus range that can 
be accepted from the correct answer.   

 
See Standard Options 

 
See Standard Options 
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Either / Or  
This type of question is graded automatically. 
 
An Either/Or question is the same as a multiple choice question with only two 
options.  Blackboard uses Either / Or as a quick method for building True / False 
questions.  The built-in options for Either / Or are: 

• Yes / No 
• Agree / Disagree 
• Right / Wrong 
• True / False 

If you wish to use a different set of Either / Or options, create a Multiple Choice 
question and Remove (delete) two of the options. 
 
Student View: 

 

Either / Or Creation View: 

 

 

 

 
See Standard Options 

 
Answer 
Choices 

Select the appropriate type of responses.  Options include:  
• Yes / No 
• Agree / Disagree 
• Right / Wrong 
• True / False 

Correct 
Answer 

Select the correct answer for this question.  This is a required 
field. 

 
See Standard Options 

 

See Standard Options 

Essay 
This type of question is graded manually. 
 
Essay questions require the Instructor to provide Students with a question or 
statement. Students are given the opportunity to type an answer into a text field. 
Sample answers can be added for users or Graders to use as a reference.  
Student View: 
 

Essay Creation View: 

 

 
See Standard Options 

 
Answer Enter a sample essay response.   If Corrected Answers are 

selected for feedback under Test Options, the student will 
see this feedback under My Grades. 

 
See Standard Options 
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File Response 
This type of question is graded manually. 
 
Users upload a file from their computer as the answer to the 
question. This question type is a good option if the Instructor 
would like Students to work on something before a test and 
submit it with a test, or if the response to the questions is 
expected to take a long time to read. Submitting the answer this 
way allows the Instructor to read and grade the question 
without worrying that the browser will time out. 
 
Student View: 

 

 Fill in the Blank 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
 
Fill in the Blank answers are evaluated based on an exact 
text match. Accordingly, it is important to keep the answers 
simple and limited to as few words as possible. Answers are 
not case sensitive, but are evaluated based on spelling. 
Consider the following tips when creating Fill in the Blank 
questions and answers: 
• Provide answers that allow for common spelling 

errors. 
• Provide answers that allow for abbreviations or partial 

answers 
• Create the question that indicates to Students the best 

way to answer the question 
• Phrase the question so there is only one answer 

Try to keep answers limited to one word to avoid 
mismatched answers due to extra spaces or order of answer 
terms. If the answer may be more than one word, list all 
possibilities as answers. For example, if Benjamin Franklin is 
the answer, include Benjamin Franklin, Franklin, and Ben 
Franklin as correct answers. 
 
Student View: 

 

Creation View: 

 

 

Creation View: 

 

 

  

 
 See Standard Options 

 
 

 

 
 Number of 

Answers 
Select the number of possible answers for 
the question.    

See Standard Options  Answer X Enter each possible answer, one per line.  

Click the remove button   to 
delete an answer choice.  Answers are case 
sensitive.  If a student enters a word or 
phrase that is not entered as a possible 
answer, it will be graded as incorrect. 

See Standard Options 

 

 
  

 
See Standard Options  See Standard Options 
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Fill in Multiple Blanks 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
 
This question type builds on fill-in-the-blank questions with multiple fill in 
the blank responses that can be inserted into a sentence or paragraph. 
Separate sets of answers are defined for each blank. This question type may 
be used if there are multiple variables, such as "What color is the Italian 
flag?" This question type is also useful in foreign language classes. In this 
case the identifier and adjective may be left blank in a sentence, so as not to 
give away the gender of an object.  
 
Student View: 

 

Creation View, Step 1: 

 

Creation View, Step 2: 

 

Creation View, Step 3: 

 

Step 1: 
 

Question Title See Standard Options 
Question Text Write the question text.  Each “blank” should be 

written as a variable surrounded by square brackets.  
For example: [blank_1] or [a] 

 
Cancel See Standard Options 
Next Click Next to move to Step 2 

Step 2: 
 

Reiterates the question text as entered 

 
An “Answers for” section will exist for each “blank” variable in the Question 
Text.  If you entered too many or too few, click Previous to return to Step 1. 
Number of 
Answers 

Select the number of possible answers for the question.   

Answer Y Enter each possible answer, one per line.  Click the 

remove button   to delete an answer choice.  
Answers are case sensitive.  If a student enters a word 
or phrase that is not entered as a possible answer, it 
will be graded as incorrect. 

 
Previous Click Previous to move back to Step 1 
Cancel See Standard Options 
Next Click Next to move to Step 3 

Step 3 
 

See Standard Options 

 
See Standard Options 
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Hot Spot 
This type of question is graded 
automatically. 
 
Users indicate the answer by 
marking a specific point on an 
image. A range of pixel 
coordinates is used to define 
the correct answer. Hot Spot 
refers to the area of an image 
that, when selected, yields a 
correct answer. The following 
are some examples of uses for 
this type of question: 
• Anatomy - to locate 

different parts of the body 
• Geography - to locate areas 

on a map 
• Foreign Language - to 

select different articles of 
clothing 

 
Student View: 

 
 

Creation View, Step 1: 

 

Creation View, Step 2:  

 

Step 1: 
 

See Standard Options 

 
Attach Files Click   to load an image from your computer 

or     to load a pre-existing image from Course 
Files.  Image should be less than 800 x 600 pixels in dimension. 

 
Cancel See Standard Options 
Next Click Next to move to Step 2 

Step 2: 
 

Using your mouse (holding down the 
left mouse button), draw a rectangle 
around the correct answer.  Whne the 
rectangle is finished, release your left 
mouse button.  A box is drawn on the 
image and the image coordinates is 
displayed.  If the coordinates or box 

are incorrect, click   to draw 
the box again. 
 

 
See Standard Options 

 
See Standard Options 
Note: there is no Previous button.  If you need to change the image, you must click 
Cancel and then create a new Hot Spot question. 
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Jumbled Sentence 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
This type of question allows partial credit. 
 
Users are shown a sentence with a few parts of the sentence as variables. 
The user selects the proper answer for each variable from drop-down lists to 
assemble the sentence. Only one set of answers is used for all of the drop-
down lists. This type of question may be useful when teaching about proper 
grammatical order in a sentence, such as the location of a noun, verb, or 
adjective. 
 
Student View: 

 

Creation View, Step 1: 

 

Creation View, Step 2: 

 

Step 1: 
 

Question Title See Standard Options 
Question Text Write the jumbled sentence.  Each “blank” should be 

written as a variable surrounded by square brackets.  
For example: [blank_1] or [a].  A maximum number of 
blanks is not indicated, but we have tested at least 36. 

 
Number of 
Answers 

Select the number of answer options for the question.   

Answer X Enter each answer option, one per line.  Click the 

remove button   to delete an answer option.  
Answer 1 will display first, then Answer 2, etc – so make 
sure you don’t enter them in the “correct” order.  You 
can have up to 20 answers and answers may be used 
multiple times. 

 
Cancel See Standard Options 
Next Click Next to move to Step 2 

Step 2: 
 

Select the correct answer for each “blank” variable in the Question Text. 
Answers may be reused.  If you entered too many or too few, click Go Back 
to return to Step 1. 

 
Go Back Click  Go Back to move back to Step 1 
Cancel See Standard Options 
Submit See Standard Options 
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Matching 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
This type of question allows partial credit. 
 
Matching questions allow Students to pair items in one column to items in another 
column. Instructors may include a different numbers of questions and answers in a  

Creation View, Step 1: 

 

Matching question. 
For example, the 
question may include a 
list of animals and a 
list of food they eat 
(herbivore, carnivore, 
omnivore). The users 
would match each 
animal with their diet. 

 
Student View: 

 

Step 1: 
 

See Standard Options 

 
Number of Questions Select the number of questions to be matched.   
Question X Enter each question, one per box.  Click the remove 

button   to delete a question.   

 
Number of 
Answers 

Select the number of answer options for the questions.    The 
number of questions and answers do not have to match. 

Answer X Enter each answer option, one per box.  Click the remove button  

 to delete an answer option.  Answer 1 will display first, 
then Answer 2, etc – so make sure you don’t enter them in the 
“correct” order.  You can have up to 20 answers and answers may 
be matched multiple times. 

 
Cancel See Standard Options 
Next Click Next to move to Step 2 

 Creation View, Step 2: 

 

Step 2: 
 

Select the correct answer for each question in the Question 
Text. Answers may be reused or not used at all.   

 
See Standard Options 

 
See Standard Options 
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Multiple Answer  
This type of question is graded automatically. 
This type of question allows partial credit. 
 
Multiple answer questions allow users to choose more than 
one answer. The number of answer choices is limited to 20. 
This type of question may be used when more than one 
answer is correct; users can select the incorrect answers. 

Multiple Answer Student View: 

 

Multiple Choice Student View: 

 

Opinion Scale / Likert Student View: 

 

 

Opinion Scale / Likert 
Creation View 

 

Multiple Choice 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
This type of question allows partial credit. 
 
Multiple-choice questions allow the users a multitude of 
choices with only one correct answer. In multiple-choice 
questions, users indicate the correct answer by selecting a 
radio button. The number of answer choices is limited to 20. 

Multiple Answer Creation 
View 

 

Multiple Choice Creation 
View 

 

Opinion Scale / Likert 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
This type of question allows partial credit. 
 
Question type based on a rating scale designed to measure 
attitudes or reactions. This type of question is essentially a 
multiple choice  question with 6 predefined answers: 
• Strongly Agree 
• Agree 
• Neither Agree nor Disagree 

• Disagree 
• Strongly Disagree 
• Not Applicable 

 
See Standard Options 

 
Number of 
Answers 

Select the number of answer options for the 
question.   

Answer X Enter each answer option, one per line.  Click 

the remove button   to delete an 
answer option.   
Multiple Answer: If an answer option is the 

correct answer, check its checkbox . More 
than one answer may be correct.  Check all 
that are correct. 
Multiple Choice and Opinion Scale / Likert: 
Only one answer is correct.  Select the correct 

answer by selecting its radio button . 

 
See Standard Options 

 
See Standard Options 
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Ordering 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
This type of question allows partial credit. 
 
Ordering questions require users to provide an answer by selecting the correct order 
of a series of items.  
 
Student View: 

 

Creation View, Step 1: 

 

Creation View, Step 2: 

 

Step 1: 
 

See Standard Options 

 
Number of 
Answers 

Select the number of steps to be ordered.   

Answer X Enter each ordering step (answer), one per line and in the 

correct order.  Click the remove button   to delete an 
ordering step.  You can have up to 20 ordering steps. 

 
Cancel See Standard Options 
Next Click Next to move to Step 2 

Step 2: 
 

Drag and drop the ordering steps into a shuffled order using the drag handle   for 

each option.  This order will be the display order for students.  Click   to reorder 
the items using the alternative method or reordering content. 

 
See Standard Options 

 
See Standard Options 
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Quiz Bowl 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
This type of question allows partial credit. 
 
Quiz Bowl questions are a way to add fun and creativity to tests, such as self 
assessments or in-class contests. The user is shown the answer and responds by 
entering the correct question into a text box. An answer must include a phrase and a 
question word, such as whom, what, or where, to be marked as correct.  
 
Student View: 

 

Quiz Bowl Creation View: 

 

 

 
Question Title See Standard Options 
Question Text Enter the question in the form of a statement. 

 
Number of 
Interrogatives 

If there is more than one way to correctly phrase the answer to 
the question, select the number of acceptable interrogatives. Up 
to 20 different interrogatives can be added to form the answer. 
Enter the additional words into the text boxes provided. 

Interrogative X Enter each interrogative, one per line.  Click the remove button  

 to delete an interrogative.  

 
Number of 
Answer Phrases 

Select the number of acceptable answer phrases. 

Answer Phrase 
X 

Enter the Answer Phrases in the text boxes provided. Be sure that 
the Answer Phrases read logically with the Interrogatives.  Click 

the remove button   to delete an Answer Phrase. 

 
See Standard Options 

 
See Standard Options 

Short Answer 
This type of question is graded 
manually. 
 
Short Answer questions are similar to 
essay questions. The length of the 
answer can be limited to a specified 
number of rows in the text box. 

 
Student View: 

 

Short Answer Creation View: 

 

 
See Standard Options 

 
Set the number of 
rows that will display 
in the answer field 

Select the number of rows to display.  This only affects how 
large the textbox displays and does not limit how much the 
student may write. 

Answer Enter a sample essay response.   If Corrected Answers are 
selected for feedback under Test Options, the student will 
see this feedback under My Grades. 

 
See Standard Options 
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Reuse Question 
 

 

  
The Reuse Question menu allows you to take questions that already exist and embed them in the Test, Survey or 
Pool that you are creating.  There are three different ways to Reuse Questions 

Create Question Set 
Construct a specific set of 
questions, then offer students all of 
them or a random portion of the 
set. 

Create Random Block 
Filter by Pool and Question Type, 
then offer students all or a random 
portion of the block 

Find Questions 
Query all questions by question 
type, test, pool, keywords, 
categories, search criteria, and 
more 

 

True / False 
This type of question is graded automatically. 
 
True/False questions allow the user to choose either true or false. True and False 
answer options are limited to the words True and False.  
 
Student View: 

 

True / False Creation View: 

 

 
See Standard Options 

 
Answer Only one answer is correct.  Select the correct answer by selecting 

its radio button . 

 
See Standard Options 

 
See Standard Options 
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Question Set 
Instructors can create a Question Set by searching and selecting questions, determining the number of points per question and then choosing the 
number of questions to display to the user. If the number of questions to be displayed is less than the list of questions (example: 3 out of 50), then 
the questions are randomly distributed so that each user may be viewing a different set of three questions. The Instructor can choose to display the 
same questions to all users by selecting all the questions listed. 

 
Enter a word or phrase and click  to 
search questions and answers. 

 

 
Hover over  and select either 
Expand All or Collapse 
All to show or hide 
Criteria options  

 
Click   to reset Criteria back 
to all Pools and all Tests. 

 
Click to collapse the Criteria section 

 
Selected criteria, in this case two pools 
Baseball Questions and Map Questions 

 
Click  to expand the Criteria section. 

 
The current Criteria being used.  If 

searching Criteria  has been added, it 

may be removed by clicking  

 
Hover over   and select 
either Truncated Text or Full Text  
 

 
Check  to select all Questions on the 
current page for the Question Set.  

Check  to select the individual 
Question for the Question Set.  

Click  to customize the 
number of Forums viewed per page   

 
 

The Question Type.  Click to sort. 
 

Indicator showing the current page 
number.  Enter specific page number 
and hit Enter to jump to that page. 

 
The Source Name which is the Pool or Test 
that “owns” the question.  Click to sort. 

 
Click  to move to the next page of 
Questions.  

Click  to collapse the Selected 
Questions panel.  When it is closed, 

click  to expand it.  
The Source Type, indicating whether the 
source is a Pool or a Test.  Click to sort. 

 
Click  to move to the last page of 
Questions. 

 
Click  to view Question Details 

 

 
Click  to remove a question from 
the Question Set.  Note: this does 
not delete the question from 
Blackboard. 

 
Information on the items being 
displayed, including the total 
number of Questions 

 
Click  to view all Questions 
on one page  

Click Submit to save the Question Set 
and add it to the Test or Pool. 

   

Editing the Question Set 

 

 

 
Click to edit the number of questions to give to students from 
this Question Set. 

 
Click to expand and view the Questions contained in the 
Question Set. 

 
Click to collapse the Questions contained in the Question Set. 

 
Click  to add additional Questions to the 
Question Set. 

 
Check  to select all Questions on the current page for the 
Question Set. 

 
Click  to show the Question contextual menu and edit the 
Question. 

 
Check  to select the individual Question for the Question 
Set. 

 
Click   to delete the selected Questions from 
the Question Set.  Note: this does not delete the question from 
Blackboard. 
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Random Block 
A Random Block is a random set of existing questions from one or more pools that are of one or more question types (i.e. multiple choice, essay, 
etc).  Students receive a random selection of a fixed number of the selected questions.  The grading options of the random block are dependent on 
the type of questions selected.  In a Random Block, questions can only be selected from Pool and questions are linked to the original Pool(s). 

 
Hover over  and select either 
Expand All or Collapse 
All to show or hide 
Criteria options  

 

 
Click   to reset Criteria 
back to all Pools and all Tests. 

 
Click to collapse the Criteria section 

 
Check  to select the individual pools 
to be included in the Random Block 

 
Click to collapse the Criteria section 

 
Check  to select the individual 
Questions Types to be included in the 
Random Block.  To select all Question 
Types, click “All Pool Questions” 

immediately below   

 
The current pools being included in the 
Random Block. 

 
The current Question Types being 
included in the Random block. 

 
The Question Type.  Click to sort. 

 
The Source Name which is the Pool or 
Test that “owns” the question.  Click to 
sort. 

 
Information on the items being 
displayed, including the total number 
of Questions 

 
Click  to customize the 
number of Forums viewed per page   

  
Click  to view Question Details 

 

 
Click  to view all Questions 
on one page 

 
Click Submit to save the Question Set 
and add it to the Test or Pool. 

    

   

Editing the Random Block 

 
 

 

 
Click  to show the Random Block contextual  
menu.  Click edit to change which questions are  
contained in the Random Block.    

 
Click to edit the number of points per question in the Random 
Block. 

 
Click to edit the number of questions to give to students from 
this Random Block. 

 
Click to expand and view the Questions contained in the 
Random Block. 

 
Click to collapse the Questions contained in the Random Block. 

 
Click  to show the Question contextual menu and edit the 
Question. 
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Find a Question 
Questions are organized by the Criteria listed on the page. Use the Criteria drop-down lists to search for questions to add to the test. Click Submit to finish. Click Cancel to return to the previous 
page. Questions that are available to be reused are organized by the Criteria listed on the page. Use the Criteria drop-down lists to search for questions grouped under: 

 • Pools 

• Tests 

• Question types 

• Categories 

• Topics 

• Level of Difficulty 

• Keywords 

 

 
Enter a word or phrase and click  to search questions 
and answers. 

 
Hover over  and select either Expand All or 
Collapse All to show or hide Criteria 
options  

 
Click   to reset Criteria back to all Pools and 
all Tests. 

 
Click to collapse the Criteria section 

 
Selected criteria, in this case two pools Baseball Questions 
and Map Questions 

 
Click  to expand the Criteria section. 

 The current Criteria being used.  If searching Criteria  

has been added, it may be removed by clicking  

 
Hover over   and select either Truncated 
Text or Full Text  
 

 
Select whether to copy or link the Question.  When linking, 
any changes made to the original question will also be 
made in this Test.  Vice versa, any changes made to the 
Question in this Test will affect all other tests that are 
linking to the Question.  A copy created a separate instance 
that does not affect other tests. 

 
Check  to select all Questions on the current page. 

 
Check  to select the individual Question. 

 
Click  to remove a question from the list of 
selected Questions.  Note: this does not delete the 
question from Blackboard.  

Click  to view Question Details 

 

 
Click  to collapse the Selected Questions panel.  

When it is closed, click  to expand it. 
 

Click Submit to save the Question Set and add it to 
the Test or Pool. 
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Upload Question 
Upload Questions allow you to create test questions offline, in a specific structured format, then upload them into the Test Canvas. 

Batch File Guidelines 
• Each file must be .txt or .csv.  
• Each file must be in DOS format (covert MAC and UNIX to DOS) 
• Each field must be enclosed in double quotation marks. For example: "ENG_201" 
• If quotation marks appear in a field, use a backslash \. For example: "\"Intro\"" 
• Each field must be separated with either: comma, colon, or [TAB] (recommended).  
• One question per line 
• No blank lines. The blank line will be processed and return an error. 
• Limit of 500 questions at a time. 

File Format Rules 
• No header row for the file 
• One question per line 
• Duplicate questions are allowed 
• Fields in a row are separated by a [TAB]  
• All questions are worth the same point value, but may be edited after upload 
• The first field in every row defines the type of question 
• Correct, Incorrect, True, False, and other words that identify answers must be in English.  

Note: Formatting errors in individual questions in a file will cause the questions to fail to upload, not 
the entire file. 

 
Question Type Format Information 
Essay ESS [TAB] question text [TAB] sample answer The sample answer is optional for this question type 
File Response FIL [TAB] question text  
Fill in the Blank FIB [TAB] question text [TAB] answer text [TAB] answer text may be repeated for each correct answer that is part of this question type. The 

maximum number of answers is 20. 
Jumbled Sentence JUMBLED_SENTENCE [TAB] question text [TAB] choice1 

[TAB] variable1 [TAB] choice2 [TAB] variable2 [TAB] 
choice3 [TAB] variable3 

This question type has a list of choices-answers where each choice-answer consists of the choice followed 
by the list of variables for which that choice is the correct answer. An empty field indicates the end of a 
choice answer. A choice immediately followed by an empty field indicates that that choice is not the 
correct answer for any variable. 

Matching MAT [TAB] question text [TAB] answer text [TAB] 
matching text [TAB] answer text [TAB] matching text 

[TAB] answer text [TAB] matching text may be repeated for each correct answer that is part of this 
question type. The maximum number of answers is 20. The order of each of the answer texts in the 
question is the correct order, reflecting the correct answer. The system will randomly order the answers 
and their question. There must be a one-to-one relationship between questions and answers. If not, 
correct answers may be marked incorrect if more than one answer has the same value. 

Multiple Answer MA [TAB] question text [TAB] answer text [TAB] correct 
or incorrect [TAB] answer text [TAB] correct or incorrect 

[TAB] answer text may be repeated for each of the answers that are part of this question type. For each 
[TAB] answer text, there must be a corresponding [TAB] correct or [TAB] incorrect. The maximum number 
of answers is 20. 

Multiple Choice MC [TAB] question text [TAB] answer text [TAB] correct 
or incorrect [TAB] answer text [TAB] correct or incorrect 

[TAB] answer text may be repeated for each of the answers that are part of this question type. For each 
[TAB] answer text, there must be a corresponding [TAB] correct or [TAB] incorrect. The maximum number 
of answers is 20. 

Multiple Fill in the Blank FIB_PLUS [TAB] question text [TAB] variable1 [TAB] 
answer1 [TAB] answer2 [TAB] variable2 [TAB] answer3 

The format consists of a list of variable-answers where each variable-answer is composed of the variable 
name and a list of correct answers for that variable. Variable-answers are delimited by an empty field. 

Numeric Response NUM [TAB] question text [TAB] answer [TAB] answer 
range 

Note: Answer and answer range must be in the form of a number with no decimals or commas. [TAB] 
answer range is a number plus or minus from the answer that is accep[TAB] le as correct. This is optional 
for this question type. 

Opinion Scale/Likert Scale OP [TAB] question text  
Ordering ORD [TAB] question text [TAB] answer text [TAB] 

answer text 
[TAB] answer text may be repeated for each of the answers that are part of this question type. The 
maximum number of answers is 20. The order of each of the answer texts in the question is the correct 
order, reflecting the correct answer. The system will randomly order the answers. 

Quiz Bowl QUIZ_BOWL [TAB] question text [TAB] question_word1 
[TAB] question_word2 [TAB] phrase1 [TAB] phrase2 

Question words are all valid interrogatives and phrases are all valid answer phrases. The maximum 
number of interrogatives and matching phrases is 20. 

Short Response SR [TAB] question text [TAB] sample answer [TAB] sample answer is optional for this question type. 
True/False TF [TAB] question text [TAB] true or false  
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